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Abstract--This paper presents a massive stripe prefetching
(MSP) scheme on a massive stripe cache (MSC) structure, which
has been implemented in a Linux kernel. Our schemes efficiently
perform on massive files such as audio/video files and a bulk of
small files. MSC exploits spatial locality. MSP discriminates
metadata reads and contiguous data reads in the stripe level,
thereby boosting the read performance independently of a file-
based prefetching.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Consumers desire their precious videos, audio files, pictures,
documents, and compressed big backup files to be stored in a
reliable and high performance general storage system or a
digital video recorder, for which they may choose a RAID [1]
system. Prefetching [2], cache replacement [2], disk schedul-
ing [3], and destage [4] algorithms are valuable achievement
on storage systems. We present a new scheme that can coexist
with these algorithms, which is called massive stripe cache
(MSC) as a cache structure that is managed in terms of stripe
groups of RAID-5. MSC was designed for improving
read/write performance of multimedia or massive files such as
picture, audio/video, and big backup files that are stored in a
widely-used filesystems. In addition to MSC, we present a
massive stripe prefetching (MSP) scheme that is built on MSC,
MSP enhances the read throughput of multimedia files with
the existing file-based prefetching. We implemented a RAID-
5 driver for MSC and MSP in a Linux kernel (2.6.11). Our
implementation can be easily adapted to a consumer's RAID
system with an embedded Linux. We will compare our
implementation with the RAID-5 driver of Multi-Device of
Linux.

II. MASSIVE STRIPE CACHE

Figure l(a) shows the traditional parity block group cache
(PBGC) used in RAID-5 [1]. A parity block and data blocks
that are related to the parity block comprise a parity block
group, which is the basic unit that is applied to cache replace-
ment and destage. Figure l(b) shows an example of the LRW
(least recently written)[5] list ofMSC for RAID-5. Each MSC
unit corresponds to each full stripe, which is the basic unit for
cache replacement and destage. On the other side, contiguous
multiple parity block groups comprise a stripe.

Dirty blocks to be destaged may be selected in the order of
LRW, CSCAN (circular scan), or WOW (wise ordering for
write) [6]. Destage involves XOR and read as well as write to
update parity blocks. Read, XOR, and write operations for
destage are described as 'r', 't', 'x', 'xx', ' ', and 'w' in Fig. 1.
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(b) A LRW list in the Massive Stripe Cache

Fig. 1. LRW list examples for the conventional parity block group and the
massive stripe cache when the sequence of block numbers for write is (1, 17,
9,25,0, 11).

Each notation denotes for read, read to a temporary memory,
XOR, double XOR for old data and new data, XOR destina-
tion, and write, respectively.

If destage is performed by LRW and the sequence in logical
block number for write is (1,17,9,25,0,11) as shown in Fig. 1,
the write sequences of the first disk in terms of physical block
number for PBGC and MSC are (1,5,0) and (5,0,1), respec-
tively. The former sequence requires 9 block-seeks (= 1-51+±5-
01), the latter one requires 6 block-seeks (=15-01+10-11). There-
fore, MSC offers less disk head movement. In other words,
MSC exploits spatial locality. Disk schedulers [3] and destage
algorithms for what to destage [6] also reduce disk head
movement. However MSC can coexist with such schemes and
helps such schemes to exploit much spatial locality.
We can have two alternative memory allocation schemes in

MSC. The first one is that cache memories are only assigned
to blocks that contain valid data, thereby increasing memory
utilization. The other one is that we assign a physically-
contiguous memory of the stripe size to the MSC unit that
holds clean or dirty blocks. Even though the latter allocation
scheme decreases memory utilization for random small I/Os,
we can obtain several advantages for I/Os of high spatial
locality. A single memory allocation suffices a MSC unit,
thereby reducing the number of memory allocation by an or-
der of magnitude. In addition, Block 0 and Block 1 in Fig.
l(b) can be easily combined into a single request without a
scatter-gather list that is required to combine contiguous
blocks with discontiguous memories. The latter allocation
scheme was adopted to our implementation.
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Fig. 2. (a) The structure of the multi-layered prefetching. (b) The sequential
counter of MSP.

III. MASSIVE STRIPE PREFETCHING

MSP enables the stripe prefetching as a multi-layered
prefetching that is shown in Fig. 2(a). The MSC driver that in-
cludes MSP is in between the Virtual File System (VFS) and
hard disks. The VFS provides a file-based prefetching, in
which additional blocks are read in advance when a process
performs sequential access to a file. The VFS resets the
prefetching size at the first access for each file. If we copy
music files or compress program source files, sequential read
of files that ranges from several kilobytes to several mega-
bytes performs. In this case, the prefetching size of the VFS is
bounded in a small value that is restricted by the size of files.

The stripe prefetching solves the above sequential small
files read and is independent of other prefetching layers. If
currpos is equal to the stripe position of the current re-
quested block, there is no operation. The stripe prefetching
size is increased by two-times until reaches to a maximum
value whenever currpos sequentially increases. The stripe
prefetching size is reset to a predetermined minimum value
when the sequential counter shown in Fig. 2(b) is in the inac-
tive region.
A sequential read does not generate sequential I/Os actually

because of filesystem metadata. If the metadata of a file is in
Stripe 0 and the data of the file is sequentially stored after
Stripe 10, the sequence of {stripe position, block offset from
the stripe} may look like <{0,0},{10,0},{10,1},{10,2},{0,1},
{10,3},{11,0},{11,1},{0,2},{11,2},{11,3},{12,0},{0,3},{12,1
}>, from which we can list the sequence of the requested-
stripe transition as <0,10,0,10,11,0,11,12,0,12>, in which we
discriminate the sequential read of data from metadata access.
Figure 2(b) shows the sequential counter of the stripe
prefetching algorithm to distinguish data contiguity from
metadata. prevpos is the previous value of currpos, and
always differs from currpos. prevprevpos is the previ-
ously-changed value of prevpos. If (prevpos + 1) equals
currpos or prevprevpos equals currpos, the sequential
counter increases by one, otherwise decreases by one. The
stripe prefetching is activated when the sequential counter is
equal to or larger than the predetermined prefetching threshold
value that is shown in Fig. 2(b). The stripe prefetcher force to
read from currpos to (currpos + the prefetching size). The
sequence of the sequential counter appears as (0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 2,
3, 4, 3, 4) for the above stripe sequence example.

IV. EVALUATION

We have implemented the MSC driver for RAID-5 in Linux
2.6.11. Table I shows the throughput for various experiments
and benchmarks on an EXT3 filesystem with five
ST373454LC hard disks. We compare our driver with the
Multi-Device (MD) RAID-5 driver of Linux. self-copy de-
notes for writing files that are read from the same storage.
video, music, and src benchmarks were performed by a single
file of 2.13 GB, 154 mp3 files of 682MB, and 25628 Linux
kernel source and object files of 458 MB. We experiment
sequential-random read-write using Tiobench benchmark. The
MSC driver significantly outperforms the MD driver, espe-
cially, we achieve the best speed-up 9700 on the src bench-
mark. Also, we can see that the stripe prefetching enhances
the sequential read throughput.

TABLE I
BENCHMARKS

Benchmark MD MSC MSC Speed-
+Prefetching up

video self-copy 31.4 s 22.7 s 21.6 s 1.45
music self-copy 20.6 s 12.4 s 10.5 s 1.96
src self-copy 29.3 s 15.6 s 15.2 s 1.92
mkfs (ext3) 42.0 s 34.2 s 34.2 s 1.23
sequential read 190 MB/s 238 MB/s 252 MB/s 1.33
sequential write 166 MB/s 189 MB/s 189 MB/s 1.14
random read 57.5 MB/s 67.4 MB/s 67.4 MB/s 1.17
random write 58.8 MB/s 68.0 MB/s 68.0 MB/s 1.16

V. CONCLUSION

We propose MSC and MSP to efficiently store and copy
audio/video files and small files at a reliable disk array. we
have implemented MSC with MSP for RAID-5 in Linux 2.6.
The benchmark shows that our implementation significantly
outperforms MD as the software RAID-5 of Linux. MSC and
MSP are compatible with other I/0 technologies, and can be
easily adopted to a consumer's storage system or a digital
video recorder with an embedded Linux.
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